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PURPOSE STATEMENT
This document provides an overview of a POC with SAP ECC 6.0 EHP4 on a real production workload, the features and
enhancements included in Exadata X8M-2 with PMEM for Oracle Database 19c. It is intended solely to help you assess the
business benefits of it on a SAP landscape and to plan your I.T. projects.

DISCLAIMER
This document in any form, software or printed matter, contains proprietary information that is the exclusive property of
Oracle. Your access to and use of this confidential material is subject to the terms and conditions of your Oracle software
license and service agreement, which has been executed and with which you agree to comply. This document and
information contained herein may not be disclosed, copied, reproduced or distributed to anyone outside Oracle without
prior written consent of Oracle. This document is not part of your license agreement nor can it be incorporated into any
contractual agreement with Oracle or its subsidiaries or affiliates.
This document is for informational purposes only and is intended solely to assist you in planning for the implementation
and upgrade of the product features described. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and
should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or
functionality described in this document remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
Due to the nature of the product architecture, it may not be possible to safely include all features described in this document
without risking significant destabilization of the code.
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INTRODUCTION
Exadata helps to eliminate common bottlenecks found in traditional architectures due to its integrated hardware and
software development. In addition to this, we have in the Exadata X8M-2 two new features that help SAP workloads in Oracle
Database to perform at the maximum in performance: a third level of tierization that allows faster access to data with
performance compatible with memory and an interconnection of all components in a 100Gb/s network.
In a system like SAP ECC, where we can find types of mixed workloads, this architecture provided by Exadata is essential to
keep both jobs executed in a performatic batch chain, as well as maintaining user transactions with a satisfactory response
time to the various business needs.
In this sense, we work on a test involving a workload and mass of real data, associated with a test scenario close to the main
needs listed by one of our customers.

GENERAL LANDSCAPE INFORMATION
The POC focus was the performance of the database in order to eliminate several performance problems that the client's
current architecture had been facing.
But for that, we needed to simulate the same type of processing power in the application layer with the same capacity to
receive requests in the same proportion as the production environment.
Below we have the traditional architecture adopted by the client today:

Source System Information:
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SAP ECC 6.0 EHP4 / Netweaver 7.01
Oracle Database 11.2.0.4 with RAC and ASM
Kernel 721 patch level 600
7 Physical Application Servers
2 Physical Database Instances
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6
Database Size: 20TB
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The resources are divided into 2 different sites to maintain the availability required by the business. The application and
database servers are distributed among the 2, so that if one of the sites is unavailable, the other will assume the demand:

Source Architecture:

POC LANDSCAPE INFORMATION
To perform the POC, we used the Exadata X8M-2 Quarter Rack for the Database layer and the integrated server platform
Private Cloud Appliance (PCA), both available at the Oracle Solution Center in São Paulo.
At PCA we created 7 machines with the same number of vCPUs and memory available in the original environment. To
accommodate the client's 20TB of DB backup and the installation media needed to recreate the application servers, we use
an external disk area provided by the ZS7-2 storage, all connected to a 10Gb/s Ethernet network.

Target POC Information:
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SAP ECC 6.0 EHP4 / Netweaver 7.01
Oracle Database 11.2.0.4 and 19c with RAC and ASM
Kernel 721_EXT patch 1300
7 VM Application Servers
2 Physical Database Instances
Oracle Linux 7
Database Size: 20TB
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POC Architecture:

MAPPING AND EXECUTION PLANNING
The most important thing in the test is an adequate survey of what should be tested, how it should be tested, the steps to
reproduce them and the expected achievement target.
Basically, three test pillars were listed based on critical business processes that need improvement and which today has an
important impact on the other production chains that are part of a daily, weekly or monthly routine.

Night Batch Chain:






Most important and complex job, dialog and RFC processes, macro divided as:
Credit Analysis - 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm: A maximum limit of 90 dynamically scheduled jobs
Pre-Allocation - 8:00 pm to 9:00 pm: Sequence of more than 100 Jobs in parallel, divided into 2 distribution
centers, broken down by brand and retail
Second Phase Allocation and WM - 22:30 to 03: 00hs: Programs that at times create parallelism in dialog
Boxing Process - 19:00 to 03: 00hs

CO/PA Apportionment:


Standard program scheduled as a sequential job with 2 different cycles

SD Apportionment:
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Customized program that checks the data to be processed and distributes parallel Jobs on Application Servers,
making some dialog access
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To set up the entire environment and reproduce the test scenarios, we adopted the following strategy:

Macro Execution Plain:

















Requisition of the necessary equipment in the Oracle Solution Center
Provide all necessary documentation
Copy the Database RMAN Backup on the stage area
Copy the necessary SAP medias on the stage area
Creating Database Instance on Exadata based on the RMAN backup
Apply SAP Bunddle Patches and SAP Notes 1020260 / 1171650
Collect statistics, including dictionary and system statistics
Installing ASCS Instance and additional Dialog Instances on the App Servers
Equalization of SAP Instance Profiles according original system ECP
Execution of the first round tests on DB version 11.2.0.4
Execution of the second round tests on DB version 11.2.0.4
Upgrade Database to Oracle 19c
Execution of the first round tests on DB version 19c
Execution of the second round tests on DB version 19c
Collect the necessary information and evidence
Present Results

TARGET AND ACHIEVEMENTS
As a target for this POC, we had a goal of achieving as below.

POC Target Needs:

A 50% reduction in execution times is a difficult task to be performed since only the Database layer was in question.
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POC Target Achieved:
Before talking about the results, it is important to highlight the amount of SAPS that we use in the POC versus that delivered
by the original environment. Adding the amount of SAPS provisioned by the Application Servers in the PCA and Exadata's
DB Nodes, we had, on average, 30% less computational capacity to carry out the necessary jobs and transactions.

SAPS Comparative – Original Environment x POC Environment

Even with less SAPS, we achieved a good result and reached the expected reduction goal in the execution times of the
processes. In the 3 pillars of tests carried out, we achieved considerable results that in general can be seen in the graphs
below.

Best Times Achieved – General
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Below is the details of each test pillar.

Best Times Achieved – Night Batch Chain

Best Times Achieved – Night Batch Chain per Process
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Best Times Achieved – Apportionments

Exadata Features on Workload – Oracle Database 19c

Some issues are important and should be addressed as why the test results on Oracle Database 11g
are different from those obtained with Oracle Database 19C and because the Exadata X8M-2
behaved differently. Basically, with the use of Oracle Database 19c on Exadata X8M-2 we have the
use of a third tier of information storage, in front of flash and behind the DB Nodes memory based
on the new technology of Persistent Memory Data & Commit Accelerator that make use of Intel®
Optane modules, associated with RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) 100GbE.
Exadata Storage Servers transparently add Persistent Memory Accelerator in
front of flash memory and the Database uses RDMA instead of I/O to read
remote PMEM, which is automatically tiered and shared across databases Using
as a cache for hottest data.
This same technology also allows us to lowering log write latency, that is critical for OLTP performance.
Fast log write gives fast transaction commit time and any log write slowdown causes commit backlog.
Automatic Commit Accelerator allow databases a “one-way” RDMA writes to PMEM on multiple Storage
Servers, bypasses network and I/O software, interrupts, context switches, etc.
Below we can see this information on AWR:
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All this optimization can be seen in the latency highlighted below:

Throughput of Flash and Disk:

Upgrade Oracle Database 19c – Details
Note: You can download latest preupgrade script from the document:
How to Download and Run Oracle's Database Pre-Upgrade Utility (Doc ID 884522.1)

Step 1 - Preupgrade step
/u01/app/oracle/product/19.0.0.0/dbhome_1/jdk/bin/java -jar
/u01/app/oracle/product/19.0.0.0/dbhome_1/rdbms/admin/pre_up/preupgrade.jar TERMINAL TEXT
The Pre-Upgrade Tool (preupgrade.jar) creates the following files:
PREUPGRADE SUMMARY
/oracle/DATABASE_NAME/11204/cfgtoollogs/ DATABASE_NAME /preupgrade/preupgrade.log
/oracle/ DATABASE_NAME /11204/cfgtoollogs/ DATABASE_NAME /preupgrade/preupgrade_fixups.sql
/oracle/ DATABASE_NAME /11204/cfgtoollogs/ DATABASE_NAME /preupgrade/postupgrade_fixups.sql

Step 2 – Run Pre Upgrade Fixups
Log into the database and execute the preupgrade fixups.
sqlplus “/ as sysdba”
@/oracle/DATABASE_NAEM/11204/cfgtoollogs/DATABASE_NAME/preupgrade/preupgrade_fixups.sql
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Step 3 – Shutdown Database and Start Database in Upgrade Mode in the new Oracle Home
sqlplus “/ as sysdba”
startup upgrade

Step 4 – Execute de upgrade command
$ORACLE_HOME/bin/dbupgrade

Step 5 – Execute Post Upgrade Fixups.
Log into the database and execute the postupgrade fixups.
sqlplus “/ as sysdba”
/oracle/DATABASE_NAME/11204/cfgtoollogs/ DATABASE_NAME /preupgrade/postupgrade_fixups.sql

Step 6 – After complete, check logs on directory to check the upgrade results.
$ORACLE_HOME/cfgtoollogs/DATABASE_NAME/upgrade20200115130408
upg_summary.log
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catupgrd_datapatch_upgrade.log

dba_registry details

The database upgrade version 11.2.0.4 to 19C is very fast (in this case 20 minutes) and simple as we can see here. It is very
important before you upgrade your database version, to check your application compatibility and always validate the
database performance using Oracle tools like RAT.
Note: All the steps described to perform the database upgrade were done by command lines and scripts provide from Oracle
Support.
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